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Abstract 
Frydrych, W., All nonhamiltonian tough graphs satisfying a 3-degree sum and Fan-type conditions, 
Discrete Mathematics 121 (1993) 93-104. 
It is shown that if G is a l-tough nonhamiltonian graph on even number vertices n>4 such that 
d(x)+d(y)+d(z)>n for every triple of mutually distinct and nonadjacent vertices x, y, z, and 
maxjd(u), d(o)} >(n -6)/2 for all vertices u, v at distance 2 in G then G is a factor of one of the three 
fixed maximally nonhamiltonian graphs, 
1. Introduction 
We follow the terminology and notation used in [9]. Only simple graphs are 
considered. Let G =( V, E) be a graph of order II. The graph G is tough if G is l-tough, 
i.e. if k(G-X’)</X’I for each subset X’ of Vsuch that k(G-X’)# 1, where k(G-X’) 
denotes the number of components of G-X’. The smallest possible sum of degrees of 
m independent vertices in G is denoted by IS,,, Let * denote the nonassociative join on 
disjoint graphs. Now, given mutually disjoint graphs K and G’, i= 1, . . , p, with 
K complete and of order >p and given an injection 4 : {Gil i = 1,. . . , p} + V(K), the 
symbol (uy= 1 G’) *+K stands for the union (Ui G’)uK augmented by all G’-q5(G’) 
edges, i= l,..., p. 
Jung [S] proves that for every tough graph of order n 3 11 with CJ~ an-4 is 
Hamiltonian. Bauer et al. [l] showed that a tough n-vertex graph G is Hamiltonian if 
~133, g3>n, and (u, VE V, d(u, w)=2) =S max(d(u),d(w)} a(n-4)/2. 
Skupien’s [lo] results are extended as follows. 
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Theorem 1.1 (Skupien [lo]). Let G be a tough graph of order 1~33, such that 
033n (1.1) 
and max{d(u),d(w)} >(n-5)/2 f or all vertices u, w at distance d(u, w) equal to 2 in G. 
Then either G is Hamiltonian or else n is odd, n3 15, and G is a,factor of the graph. 
G, = Kc - 7)/2 * K(n-5),2 * (3KI *+K3). (1.2) 
Our aim is to prove the following. 
Conjecture 1.2 (Skupien [9]). Let G be a nonhamiltonian tough graph of order n 3 3 
satisfying conditions (1.1) and 
max { d(u), d(w)} 3 (n - 6)/2 (1.3) 
for all vertices u, w at distance d(u, w) equal to 2 in G. Then n> 15, n # 16, and either 
n is odd and G is a factor of graph G, in (1.2) or else n is even and G is a factor of one of 
the following graphs 
G,‘=(KzuK~,-10),2)*K~,-6),2*Jl. (1.4) 
_ 
G,2 = K,, - 8)/2 * K,n - 6)/2 * J2, (1.5) 
G:=&-ci)/2 * &-6)/2 * J3, (1.6) 
where Ji=3K, *+K3, J2=(2KIuK2)*+K3 and J3=3K1 *+K4. 
To this end, using Skupien’s Theorem it is enough to prove the following main 
result of this paper. 
Theorem 1.3 (Frydrych [3]). Let G be a nonhamiltonian tough graph on even number 
vertices n 34 such that (1.1) and (1.3) hold. Then n > 18 and G is a factor of one of the 
graphs in (1.4) (1.5) or (1.6). 
In the proof of this theorem, we adapt a method used by Skupien [lo], in particular 
most of our lemmas are taken from [lo]. We consider a longest cycle C in G. First, 
we note that C is a dominating cycle in G, i.e., G-C comprises isolated vertices 
only. Second, C can avoid a vertex of large degree and that C is of length an- 3. 
Finally, we show that C avoids exactly one vertex v whose degree is either (n-6)/2 
or (n-4)/2. 
2. Preliminaries 
A number of standard observations used and stated in what follows are specifica- 
tions of the following trivial one. 
Assume that the vertices of a longest cycle C of G form a proper subset of the 
vertices of the union of two disjoint subgraphs, C’ and C”, each of them is a cycle or 
a path (possibly trivial) and C’ # K 1. Let the phrase a pair in a subgruph mean an edge 
if the subgraph is a cycle and end-vertices (a singleton) if the subgraph is a path [K,]. 
We said that a pair {ui, ur} is matched onto a pair {uZ, v2} iff (nlUZEE and v,a,~E) or 
(u~u,EE and u,vi~:E). A pair {ui,o,, \ is matched onto {uZ} iff u1 u2 E E and u1 u2 E E. 
Then the following condition holds: 
(Lo) No pair in C’ can be matched (improperly if C”= K ,) onto one in C”. 
We assume that paths and cycles are simple graphs. In what follows, let C’ be 
a cycle with a fixed orientation in a graph G. Then C’ denotes that cycle with the 
reverse orientation. If U, WE V(C) then U+ denotes the successor of u on C, up the 
predecesor, and uCw is the sequence of vertices on C’ from u to w inclusive, where 
uC’u:= U, and [uC+w] stands for the corresponding section (path) of C. However, if 
vu~E then [vuCuv] = [uu]. Then the inverse of that string is clearly denoted by WC-U. 
However, clearly, [uC-‘w] = [WC-U]. Similarly if WC V(C), then W’ := {w’ 1 WE W}, 
w-:={w JWEW), u++:=(u+)+. 
Our proof depends on the following results. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a nonhamiltonian tough graph of’ order n > 3 with o3 > n. Then 
(Li)-(L3) hold. 
(Ll) ([2, Theorem 5, Lemma 81). Let C be a longest cycle in G, let DE V(G- C), and 
let X:=N(v). Then Xc V(C) and V(G-C)uX+ (also V(G-C)uX-) is an indepen- 
dent set in G. 
(L2) ([2, see proof of Theorem 91). G has a longest cycle C such that C avoids 
a vertex v of degree d(v)an/3 in G. 
(L3) G has order n > 10. 
In fact, all maximally nonhamiltonian graphs of order n d 10, listed in [4]. have 
03<n. 
In what follows, G is a nonhamiltonian graph, C is a longest cycle of G, C’E V(G - C), 
and X = N(v) g V(C). Moreover, let x,,, xi,. . . , xl x I _ 1 be all vertices in X taken in their 
cyclic order along C’. Throughout, indices of vertices read modulo )X I. Because C is 
a longest cycle, X nX + = 8. H ence, both neighbours of any xi on C are outside X. In 
the following we use distinct letters to differentiate between those neighbours, namely, 
let.~i~=zi_,andx~=yiforeachi,andletX~=ZandX’=Y.LetT=X’nX-and 
let t, possibly with a subscript, stand for an element of T. Let c(, ~EZ,~) and let 
T,,a= {tE TJt is a vertex on [y,C+zg]$. Let symbols xfP and x-’ denote the 
successor and the predecessor of x on P, respectively, where P is a path with a fixed 
orientation, i.e. with a fixed initial vertex. 
Lemma 2.2. Assume that there exist two disjoint paths PI and P2 in G-v such that 
V(C) s V(PI)u V(P,). Let PI be of theform [xbC+x, w,Ctx,] or [xbC+x,], and let 
xp and wk be end-vertices of P, where x,,, x,, X~EX and W,E V(C). Then (L4) and (L5) 
hold. 
(L4) (by LO). If there exists a vertex x on PI such that x #x,,, x #x, and XW~E  then 
xpr x~$IV(X+~‘) and xp, ~,$N(x-~‘). 
(L5) (by L4). If jbr each vertex x on path PI (x # xb, x #x,) XW~E , then for each 
tETn V(P1) the,following hold 
(1) x,#N(t), 
(2) Xbf$N(t) $ t #Xb+Pl, 
(3) x,$N(t) ij”W,#t#X,P1. 
The following observations will be helpful [lo]. 
(L6) (by Ll). Y (also Z) is an independent set of vertices. 
Hence, no t-( YuZ) edge is in E. 
(L7) (by LO). Given an edge ww+ on C, if the path P=x’ C-x,: 1, where i#j (and 
possibly P = K 1 ), avoids both vertices w and w +, then G has no two other edges which 
could match ww+ (improperly if x+ = xi ) onto {xt , xl: }. 
(L8) (by LO). Let i # j and let (Ui, ~j) be {xl, x,f } or {x,7, x,: }, where U~=X:. 
Let wiWj~E(C-_jui,Uj}), where notation is chosen SO that the pairs ni,wj and 
Uj, Wi intertwine on C. Then at most one of mutually crossing chords UiWj,UjWi 
is in E. 
(L9) (byL6-L8). IftETanduEN(t)nV(C)thenX+u(u+)[alsoX-uju-}]isan 
independent set of vertices. 
(LlO) (by LO). If y,zfeE then no edge of the subgraph [yhC’zsy,] can be matched 
onto any edge of the subgraph [DX/+ 1 C*x,,v]. 
Let components of C-X (represented sometimes by strings of the form yiCzi) be 
called segments of C. The number of vertices in a segment S, denoted by ISI, is called 
the order of S; and S will be named a ISI-segment. A segment S is called trivial if S is 
a l-segment; otherwise S is called nontrivial. Thus, ) TI is the number of trivial 
segments of C. In what follows 
v=IXI-\Tl. (2.1) 
whence v is the number of nontrivial segments of C., each of which will be denoted by S, 
with a subscript if v> 1. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
In what follows we assume that G satisfies the hypotheses of our theorem, whence, 
by (L3), n> 12. Let C be a longest cycle of G, with a fixed orientation, such that the 
maximum degree in G of vertices in G-C is as large as possible among all longest 
cycles in G. Let v be a vertex of G-C of the largest degree in G and let X = N(v). By 
(Ll), X c V(C) and, by (L2), 1x1 >n/3. 
(Lll) JCJ=2lXl+r for some r32 and 1 <v<r. 
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Proof. If 1 Cl 621X1+ 1 then all segments of C are trivial, except possibly one which 
can be a 2-segment. Then, by (Ll), k(G - X) > ) X 1, contrary to the toughness of G. 
Hence, IC(=21XJ+r for some r>2; for l<vdr, it is obvious. 0 
(L12). IXI>(n-6)/2. 
Proof. Suppose (X(<(n--6)/2. Then, by (1.3), d(u)>(n-6)/2 for each UE YuZ. If y is 
l-segment of C then replacing y-yy+ in C by y-uy+ gives a longest cycle of G which 
avoids the vertex y with d(y)> d(v), in contradiction with the choice of C. Hence, 
C contains no 1 -segment and therefore d(v) = 1 X 1 d I Cl/3 <n/3, in contradiction 
with (L2). 0 
Hence, because G is tough and V(G-C)u Y is independent, by (Ll). therefore, 
(V(G-C)(+( Y(<nn/2, whence (C13n/2+(X(>,n-3. Moreover, by (Lll) 
n-3<2(X(+r=(C(<n--162(X1+5, 
where r>2. whence 1 <v<r<5. 
(L13) (by L2 and (2.1)). 
(3.1) 
IXI=(n-6)/2 =S lrl>6-v, 
and 
(XI=(n-4)/2 + /T/24-v. 
(L14) (by (1.1)). If { ui,u2, uj} is a 3-element independent set in G then 
d(u,)3n-d(uz)-d(u3). 
(L15) Let ui, uz be a distinct nonadjacent vertices from V(G)-X- {uf such that 
IN(u,)uN(u,)J<n-1x1. Then d(u)>(n-6)/2 for some u~{ui,u~}. 
Proof. Condition IN(u,)uN(u,)l <n-IX/ implies N(u,)nN(u,)#@ because otherwise 
o,~d(ul)+d(u,)+d(~)=lN(u,)l+IN(u,)l+d(v)=IN(u,)uN(~Z)l+lXl~n, 
contrary to (1.1). Therefore, by (1.3) d(u,) or d(u,) is >(n-6)/2. 0 
We will consider several cases, in each of which we either show that G is a factor of 
one of Gf, i = 1,2,3, or reach a contradiction. 
Case 1: v= 1. Owing to (3.1), 2<r<5, by (L13), I T(>3. 
Case 1.1: r<3. Denote by S a segment y,y,fzO if r=2, and the segment y,ytz,z, 
if r = 3. The toughness of G and (L7) imply that there exists exactly one UE{ yz, z. } 
such that UEN(T). We may assume u= yz. By (L9) y,ze$E and, if r=3, yoz,+E. 
Therefore, setting X’ = X u { yi } we reach a contradiction with the toughness of G. 
Case 1.2: r=4. Let S=y,yo+yo++z~z,. By (3.1), ICI=n-2 and IX(=(n-6)/2. 
Denote the second vertex outside cycle C by w. By (Ll), N(w) C_ X u { yi , yz +, z0 3. 
G is tough, then N(T)n(y~,y~+,z,)#@. 
Case 1.2.1: BEEN or z,EN(T). We may assume ~~EAJ(T). By (L9), yoy,“@E 
and yozo$E, and by (L7), yi + @N(T). Note that if z; $N(T) and y,z, $E, then 
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k(G-(Xu{y~))>lXujy~}(. On the other hand, if z,EN(T) or y,z,~E then, by 
(LS) or (LO), yo++ z,$E, whence a contradiction with the toughness of G for 
X’=Xu{yo+,z,$. 
Case 1.2.2: yi + EN(T). Let T’=TnN(yi). By (L9), y,,z;$E and yizO$E. 
The toughness of G and (LO) imply that exactly one of vertices yl, z0 belongs 
to N(w). We may assume yi EN(W). Note that yoz,~E, because otherwise 
k(G-(Xu{y~,y~+j))>IXI+2. Therefore, by (LO), yofz;#E and, by (LlO), 
N(w) E X” u { y ,t ) andN(z~)cX”u{zo,y~+},whereX”=X-{xO,~l}- T’+-T’-. 
Thus, IN(w) <n--(X1 and d(w),d(z;) are <(X 1, which is contrary to (L15). 
Case 1.3: r=5. Owing to (3.1) , lCj=n-1 and IXI=(n-6)/2, by (L13), ITj>5. 
Let S=y,y,+yo++z~~zO_z,. The toughness of G and (Ll) imply N(T)n 
I ,Y,+,Yo++>z~-,z~)f~. 
Case 1.3.1: yof EN(T) or z0 EN(T). We may assume yi EN(T). By (L9), y,yi ‘$E 
Oand y,z,$ E, and by (L7) yi + $N( T). Therefore, z0 or z0 belong to N( Tu { y, )), 
because otherwise k(G-(Xu [y: J))>lXl+ 1. 
Ifzt -EN(Tu{y,,)) then, by (LO), y:‘zO $E, y,z, $E and yz+zo$E. which implies 
k(G-(Xu{y,f,zo __ l)>lX\ +2, a contradiction. If z0 ~N(Tuly,}) then, by (LO), 
y,z, $E, yz+zo~E and zipzo$E. Hence, k(G-(Xu(y~,z,}))>IXI+2, again 
a contradiction. 
Case 1.3.2: yi+gN(T) or z,-EN(T). We may assume Y~‘EN(T). Let 
T’=TnN(yJ+). By (L7), zip$N(T), by (L9), yozi-$E and ylzo$E. Therefore, 
one of edges yozo, yoz,, y. z. + --, y,“z, must be in E, because otherwise 
k(G-(Xu{yo++)))>IXJ+l. 
Case 1.3.2.1: yozoeE. By (LO), y~z~-$E and ylz,$E. Moreover, by (LO) 
and (LlO), N(y~)&X”u{y,,yof+} and N(z~~)cX”u(y~+,z~,zo}, where 
X”=X--(_Ko,xl)- T’+- T’-. Hence, d(yof)<lXJ and, by (1.3), d(z,-)=1X\, which 
means that for each xeX” xzo EE and also T’={xg) or T’ = {x: }. Applying 
(L4) to paths x,x~y~+C+yozOC+z~~ and xZC’xo (when T’=(x:}) or 
_ 
x0 x0 yo ++C‘y,z,C’z~- and x,C’x,,,_, ( when T’= (x0 )) we obtain a contradic- 
tion with (1.3) for vertices from T- T’. 
Cuse1.3.2.2: yoz,~E. By(LO),yiz,-$E,~,~z,$E,hencek(G-(Xu{yi+,zFJ)))> 
1x1+2. 
Case 1.3.2.3: yl z0 - EE. By (LO). I T’I = 1 and yoy,‘+$E, yJ+zo$E. 
If z0 -zOcE then, by (LO), y,‘z, $E and Yl’zO $E. Therefore, vertices 
Yo+>Y,++,zo ,zO,zo,Yo and tET’induce J2, thus GzG~ in (1.5). Ifzo z,$E then J3 
can be induced by vertices y, yi, yi +, z. , ~0, zo, t; thus G z Gi in (1.6). 
Cuse 1.3.2.4: ytz;~E. By(LO), z,~z,$E, hence k(G-(Xu{y~+,z~}))>IXI+2. 
Case 2: v = 2. 
Case 2.1: r = 2. By (3. l), I C I = n - 2. Hence, by (Ll), k(G - X) > I X 1, a contradiction. 
Cuse 2.2: r = 3. Denote nontrivial segments by So = yoyi z. and Si =yizi for some 
i>O. By (3.1), (CI=n-3 and IXI=(n-6)/2 or ICI=n-1 and IXj=(n-4)/2. If 
ICI=n--3, then, by (Ll), k(G-(Xu{yof)))>IXI+l, which is contradictory to the 
toughness of G. We come along to (C(=n-1. By (L13), I TI32. Note that if yozo~E, 
then yo’$N(Tu{~i, i zi)) [by (L8) and (L9)]. Therefore, at least one of edges yOzi, zOyi 
must be in E, because otherwise setting X’ = X u { yl ) when y,, z0 4 E and X’ = X when 
y,z,~E, we obtain k(G-X’)> IX’\, a contradiction. 
We may assume yozi~E. By (L9), yi$N(r), by (L7), y,z,$E and yiyof $E. Also, 
by (LlO), N(Toi) z X”, N(z,) z X”U { y,, yi ) and N(yi) 5 X”U izi ), where 
X”=X-:.Yg,Xi+l}. 
Cf2Se2.2.1: XO#xi+r. By(1.3),)ToiIdl:by(L14),d(yi)>,n-d(~)-d(zo)>,4,andby 
(l.l), II> 14. Thus, there exists rn~Z,~(, m>i+ 1 such that y<X,EE. Therefore, by (L4), 
d(x,)<(n-6)/2 and d(xz)<(n--6)/2, contrary to (1.3). 
Case 2.2.21 X0 = Xi + 1. Then, by (1.1) and (1.3) ~318. If yozocE then, by (L8). 
yof zi4E and, by (LO), 4’: xo$E. Therefore, vertices x0, yo, yi, zo, yi, Zi, L’ induce J2. 
Thus G&G,2 in (1.5). If yozo$E then J3 can be induced by vertices 
~0, ~0, yO+, ~0, yi, zi, C. Thus G s Gz in (1.6). 
Case 2.3: r=4. Owing to (3.1). JC(=n-2 and IXj=(n-6)/2, by (L13), /T/24. 
Denote by w the second vertex outside the cycle C. 
Case 2.3.1: Nontrivial segments have orders 3. We denote them by So= yoyi z. 
and Si = yiy’ zi for some i > 0. 
Case 2.3.1 .l: yozi~E and zoyi#E. Note that the following three implications are true: 
J’OZOEE * yl$N(TU(yi,ziJ), JJiZiEE * y~$N(T~{yo,~o]) by (L8) and (L9)) 
and (yozo~E, y,z,gE) * ytyi’$E (by (LO)). Therefore, setting X’=Xu (yl,y+ ) 
when ~OZO$E and .yiZi~E, X’=Xu(yO+ 1 when yozo$E, X’=Xu{yt 1, when y,zilE 
and X’= X when yozo~E and yizicE, we obtain a contradiction with the toughness of G. 
Case 2.3.1.2: yozi~E or zoyi6E. We may assume yozi~E. By (L7) and (L8), 
yt,y+$N(T). Hence, N(T)cX. Moreover, by (L7), yl~l~$E, and by (LlO), 
N(Toi) & X” and N(yi) ~X”u{y+,z~,z~) where X”=X- [x0, )li+l). Hence, by 
(1.3) IrOildl, i.e.,XO#Xi+,. Because, by (L14), d(yi)3n-d(c)-d(t)36, then a con- 
tradiction is reached as in Case 2.2.1. 
Case 2.3.2: Nontrivial segments have orders 2 and 4. Let So =y,yi zOzo and 
Si=yiZi for some i>O. By (L6) and (L7), N(T)sXu{uJ for some u~{yi,z,). We 
may assume N(T) z X u { yi ). 
Case 2.3.2.1: yi $N(T). Note that if there exists none of edges yozi, zoyi, yozo then 
we reach a contradiction with the toughness of G for X’=Xu (yt z0 ). 
Case 2.3.2.1.1: yozi~-E (zoy,EE is clearly symmetrical). By (L7), zoyi#E and yiy,$E, 
and by (LlO), N(Toi)~X” and N(zi)~X”u(zi,z~~, where X”=X-~X,,X~+~). 
Arguing as in Case 2.3.1.2 a contradiction is obtained. 
Case 2.3.2.1.2: JJOZOCE. By (L8), y,fzi$E and ZoYi~E. The toughness of G and (L7) 
imply that exactly one of edges y: yi, z0 zi belongs to E. We may assume yi yie E. By 
(LO), N(Tio)~X” and N(zij~X”u(yi}, where X”=X-{Xl,xi}. Arguing as in 
Case 2.3.1.2, we reach a contradiction. 
Case 2.3.2.2: yz~N(Tj. Let T’=T,,nN(y~). By (L7) and (L8), y,zi$E and 
z. JJi$E and by (L9), yoz, #E and v ozo$E. Therefore, zeyi must belong to E, because 
otherwise k(G-(Xu{yz,zi)))>‘)X)+2. Hence, by (L7), zizi$E and, by (LlO), 
N(yo),N(Tio)SXu{yofj-_xl,xij. 
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Case 2.3.2.2.1: xi #xi. Arguing as in Case 2.3.1.2, we reach a contradiction. 
Case 2.3.2.2.2: xl=xi. Then WZ~EE, because otherwise k(G-(Xu{yt}))> 
1X) + 1. Hence, by (LO), wyi $E and wxi #E. Now, note that if WX,E E then by (LO), 
x, $ T’. Because, by (L14), d(w) >, 6,\ T- T’ ( 3 4. Hence, we reach a contradiction with 
(L15) for vertices from T- T’. 
Case 2.4: r = 5. Owing to (3. l), 1 C 1 = n - 1 and )X ( = (n - 6)/2, and by (L13), 1 TI 2 4. 
Case 2.4.1: Nontrivial segments have orders 2 and 5. Denote them by 
So=y,y~y~ '~0 ~0 and Si=yizi for some i>O. 
Case 2.4.1.1: No vertex of S,, is adjacent to a vertex of Si. G is tough, then 
N(T)n{yl,yl+,z,Y1#@. 
Case 2.4.1.1.1: YEN or z,EN(T). Arguing as in Case 1.2.1 we reach a 
contradiction. 
Case 2.4.1.1.2: yof + EN(T). Let T’=TnN(yi+). By (L9), yOz<$E and yizO$E. 
Hence, by (LO), exactly one of edges y,zo, yi z; must belong to E, because otherwise 
k(G-(Xu{y;+))>IXl+l. 
If y,z,~E then, by (LO), N({y~,z~})n({xo,xI)uT’+uT’-)=@. Hence, 
d(z,)<(X( and d(yz)<JXI, contrary to (1.3). Ifyiz, EE then, by (LO), yoyz+$E and 
zoyl + $E and also 1 T’ ( = 1. Therefore, vertices yof , yl+, ~0, y,, z. and t c T’ induce 
Ji, and yi,zi K,, which means that GcG,’ in (1.4). 
Case 2.4.1.2: A vertex of So is adjacent to a vertex Of Si. With regard to symmetry, it 
is enough to consider four cases. 
Cuse2.4.1.2.1: y,zicE. By(L6)-(L8),N(T)~Xu{u}forsomeu~(y~+,z~).Also, 
by (L7), yiz,~E and yiyi$E; by (LlO), N(Toi)EX” and N(y~i)cX”U(zi), where 
X”=X-(X(j,Xi+~)U{U}. If X()#Xi+l, then we reach a contradiction as in Case 
2.3.1.2. Therefore, xo=.xi+i. Hence, by (1.3) UEN(T). 
Assume u = yof +. Let T’= TnN(yi+). By (L7), yO+ z,~E; by (LS), ~0 yi4E and 
zozi$E; by (L9), yOzO $E and y~‘zo#E; by (LlO), zoxo$E, and by (LO). 
yt, z; $N(x,) and y,‘z, $E. Note that y,z,$E because otherwise, by (LO), 
N({yot,z,})n({xo,x,)uT’+ u T’-)=8; hence a contradiction with (1.3). There- 
fore, vertices xo,yo,~~~,yi,zi,u induce Ji, and z,,zo KZ, which means that G G Gi 
in (1.4). 
Assume u = z; . By (L7), y: + zi~E, and by (L9), yozo$E and yi+z,$E; by (LlO), 
zoxo$E and, by (LO), yi+xo$E. 
If y,yi+~E then, by (LO), y+z $E and yixo$E. Therefore, xo,yo,y~,yo 
induce JZ; thus GEG~ in (IS).’ i 
++,Yi,zi 
If yoyz + $E, then J3 can be induced by x0, yo, y:, yi ‘, yi, zi; thus G c Gi in (1.6). 
Case 2.4.1.2.2: ziy,‘EE. By (L7) and (L8), yi+$N(T), hence, by (L6), 
N(T)~Xu{y,+,z,}.Moreover,by(L7),y,+’yigEand,by(L8),yozo4E.Ifzo EN(T) 
then, by (L9), y: + zo#E; by (L7) and (L8), yi+ zi#E, and by (LO), y,yi ’ +E. Hence, 
k(G-(Xu{yo+,zo}))IIXI+2, contrary to the toughness of G. Finally, 
N(T)~Xu{yo+j. 
Case 2.4.1.2.2.1: yoyif $E and ziyot + $E. If none of edges yozi, zizi, YiZ, is in 
E then G is not tough (X’=Xu{ yi i). On the other hand, if any of them belongs to 
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E then, by (L8) or (LO), yz+ z0 # E. Hence again a contradiction with the toughness of 
G for X’=Xu{yo+,z,}. 
Case 2.4.1.2.2.2: y,yl’ E E: By (L8), yiyO+ +!E, and by (LO), yizO $E, and by (L9), 
yt+$N(T). Also, by (LO), N(T,i)cX-{xo,xi+l) and N(yi)CXu{Zi)-(xg,xi+1}. 
Arguing as in case 2.3.1.2 we reach a contradiction. 
Case 2.4.1.2.2.3: yJ+zieE. By (L7), yz,z,$N(yi), and by (L8), yJzo#E, 
yz#N(Toi). Note that y,zo $E, because otherwise we reach a contradiction, as in 
case 2.4.1.2.2.2. 
Case 2.4.1.2.2.3.1: yO+cN(T) (i.e., y~EN(Tio). Let T’=TionN(y,f). By (LO), 
N(T,,) G X”, N(yi) ~X”u{z~}, where X’=X-{xi+i}- T’+. Arguing as in case 
2.3.1.2 a contradiction is obtained. 
Case 2.4.1.2.2.3.2: yl#N(T). If yi+z,~E then, by (LO), zizo~E and yiz,$E. 
Therefore, vertices y,, yl, y: +, ~0, yi, Zi induceJ2; thus GsGi in (1.5). Ifyi+zo#E 
then J3 can be induced by yo, yof , y: +, ~0, zo, yi, Zi; thus G E Gi in (1.6). 
Case 2.4.1.2.3: ZiyO+ E E. By (L7), yiy,f #E and yO+, ~0 $N(Toi), and by (L8), 
zi$N(Tio), zoy,‘$E. As in case 2.4.1.2.2.3, we show that yof$N(Tio). Hence 
N(T)&XU{yo++). Therefore, at least one of edges y,z,,y,z~, yiz;,zizO must 
belong to E, because otherwise we reach a contradiction with the toughness of G for 
x’=Xu{yo++}. 
Case 2.4.1.2.3.1: yOzO E E. Considering N( Toi) and N(y,) and arguing as in case 
2.4.1.2.2.2, we reach a contradiction. 
Case 2.4.1.2.3.2: y,,zo~E. By (LO), yiz,+!E, N(y,f)~X”u{y,,y,f+} and 
I ++ N(Z,)GX”U,y~ , zo, y,, Zi}, where X”= X - {x0, xi+ r }. Note that zi zi~E, because 
otherwise, arguing as in case 2.4.1.2.2.2, we reach a contradiction. Therefore, by (1.3) 
d(u)>(n-6)/2forsomeuE{yJ, z0 }, which means that there exists at most one Xj~X” 
such that xjU$E. Because, by (L4) and (1.3) 1 Tiol < 1, then, by (LO), 
xO~xi+l~N(T-{tj-l~) and, also by (LO) (applying to cycles y,C +z,y, and 
UXIC~X~U), yt+#N(T-{ti+,}). H ence a contradiction with (L15) for vertices from 
T-{rj-iTfi+i). 
Case 2.4.1.2.3.3: yi z0 EE. By (LO), yz ‘@N(T) and yl +zo#E. Note that 
y,yi ’ $E, because otherwise, arguing as in case 2.3.1.2, we reach a contradiction. If 
yi +yieE then, by (L7), ZizO $E. Therefore, vertices ye, yof , yi +, ~0, zo, yi, zi induce 
J,: hence G c Gi in (1.5). If yoy++$E, then G c G,” in (1.6). 
CUSS 2.4.1.2.3.4: ZiZ,EE. By (L7), yiy,‘+$E, by (L8), z,yJ+$E and y:‘$N(Toi). 
By(LO), N(yi) EXU{Z~}-{Xi+l}- T’+ and N(z,) GXU{ZO) -{xi+1 )- T’+, where 
T’= TionN(yz+). Hence, by (L15), T’=@, i.e. yi’$N(T). 
Therefore, if y,yJ + EE, then vertices yo,y~,y~+, zi,zO,yi,zi induce Jz: thus 
GE G,” in (1.5). 
If yoy,‘+#E, then G c G: in (1.6). 
Case 2.4.1.2.4: ZiZO EE. By (L8), z,yz + $E and yz + $N(T,,). 
Case 2.4.1.2.4.1: ylf EN(T) (i.e. yi + EN(TiO)). Denote T’= TnN(yJ+). By (L7), 
zi,yi#N(T) and yiyi$E, and by (LO), N(Toi)CX”, N(yi)EX”u{zi), where 
X”=X-CXi+l}-T”. Hence, by(1.3),(Toij<l and,by(L14),d(yi)>n_d(l;)-d(t)>6, 
which means that there exists 1~ E Z, xI, m > i + 1 such that yi?C,EE. Therefore, by (L4), 
we reach a contradiction with (1.3) for vertices xi and x,’ . 
Case 2.4.1.2.4.2: yl E N( Tu C yi ) ). By (LS), y, yz + $ E. Therefore, y,z, E E, because 
otherwise k(G-(Xu{yl, z0 1 ))>lXl+2. BY (L9), y,‘,z, $N(T) and, by (LO), 
N(T,i)~X-_l.~o,xi+li and N(Tio)EX-{. x1, xi}. Hence a contradiction with (1.3) 
for vertices from T. 
Case 2.4.1.2.4.3: yi + $N(T) and yz $N(Tujyi]). Then one (and, by (LO), exactly 
one) of edges yozO, yofzo belongs to E because otherwise k(G-(X u{zO}))> 
1x1+1. 
Assume J?~z~EE. By (LO), yoyof+$E; then k(G-(Xu{yof,z;)))>jXJ+2, a 
contradiction. 
Assume yOzO~ E. By (L9), z0 $N( T). Arguing as in case 2.3.1.2, a contradiction is 
obtained. 
Case 2.4.2: Nontrivial segments have orders 3 and 4. We denote them by 
So=yoyJ ~0 ~0 and Si=yiy+ zi for some i>O. By (L6) and (L7), N(T)~Xuju,y~ ), 
where UE { y: , z; ). 
Case 2.4.2.1: No end-vertex of Si is adjacent to a vertex of So. 
Case 2.4.2.1.1: UEN(T) or y~~N(Tujy~,z~)). Note that if UEN(T) then, by (L9), 
you+ $E and zou- $E and, if y’~N(Tu{y~,z~)) then, by (LS), yizi4E. Therefore, 
setting X’=Xu(u,y+)) when UEN(T) and y+~N(Tu{y,,z,)), X’=Xu(u) when 
y~~N(Tu(yo,zoJ) and UEN(T), X’ZX’U ;y+ ) when u+N(T) and 
yi EN( Tu ( y,, z. )), we reach a contradiction with the toughness of G. 
Case 2.4.2.1.2: u$N(T) and y~$N(T~{y,,z~]). If now yizi~E, then 
k(G-(XU (y+ j))>lXl+ 1. Therefore, yizi~E. Note that both edges y+y,‘,yizo 
must belong to E because otherwise we obtain a contradiction with the toughness of 
GforX’=Xujy~j orX’=Xu{zi) orX’=X.By(LO),y,z,$Eandy~z,$E;thus 
vertices yo, yl, z. , zo, yi, y+, 2i induce J2, which means that G c Gz in (1.5). 
Case 2.4.2.2: An end-vertex of Si is adjacent to a vertex of So. With regard to 
symmetry we consider three cases. 
Case 2.4.2.2.1: lloZi~E. By (L7) and (LS), yof,y+$N(T), hence, by (L6), 
N(T) c X u jz; ). Also, by (L7), zoy’$E, JjiJl,‘$E, and by (LlO), N(Toi)G 
x-~xo,.q+l~u{z~~ and N(yi)~X--(xo,si+,}U{yi’,Zi,zo,zo’r. 
Case 2.4.2.2.1.1: .xo#xi+r. By (1.3) ) Toi1 < 1. Edge yiz,~E because otherwise, by 
(LlO) and (L7), N(Tio)~X-{.U r, xi 1, hence a contradiction with (1.3) for vertices 
from Ti,. Because, by (L14), d( yi) >, 6, then we reach a contradiction as in case 2.3.1.2. 
Case 2.4.2.2.1.2: .~o=~i+r. By (1.3) z0 EN(T). BY (L9), yo, Y; #N(z,); by (W 
yi$N(zo) and by (LO), y?,zi,xo$N(~of). 
If 4’iZi~E then, by (LO), y+ xo$E and y+ yo$E. Therefore, vertices 
+ 
,Vi3 )‘i 1 zi3 xO2 L‘, .YO> _YO + induce Jz; thus G c Gi in (1.5). 
If yizi$E, then J3 can be induced by yi,y+,zi,xo,U, ~,y,,yi, thus G s Gi in (1.6). 
Case 2.4.2.2.2: ziyof EE. By (L7) and (L8), zo $N(T) and yozo$E, by (L7), yizo $E. 
Therefore, one of edges yozO , zizO, yizi must belong to E, because otherwise 
k(G-(Xu(y;,y+ )))>(Xl+2. 
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Case 2.4.2.2.2.1: y,z, GE. Considering N(Toi) and N(z,) and arguing as in 
case 2.3.1.2 we reach a contradiction. 
Case 2.4.2.2.2.2: ZiZO EE. By (L7), yiy,f #E and yiZ,~E, by (LE), yi $N(Toi) and 
z,yl$E, and by (LO), z,y+ #E, y+ $N(T). Note that TienN(yz)=@ (i.e., yl$N(T)), 
because otherwise we reach a contradiction as in case 2.4.1.2.2.3.1. Also note that 
yizi~ E, because otherwise k(G -(X u { y' ))) > 1 X I+ 1. Therefore, by (LE), 
Y? $N(Tu (yo, z. 1) and, by (LO), YO, zo$N(y+). Thus vertices ~0, yJ, z,, zo,yi,y+, zi 
induce J,; hence G c Gz in (1.5). 
Case 2.4.2.2.2.3: yi”i’E. By (LE), y~$N(7’~{y~,zo}), and by (LO), y’zo$E. 
Setting X’= X u { yof } we obtain a contradiction with the toughness of G. 
Case 2.4.2.2.3: ZiZO E E. By (L7), yiy,f # E, and by (LE), zoyi $E and yO+ $N(Toi), by 
(L9), yozO $E. As in case 2.4.2.2.2.2, we show that yi $N(T). Therefore one of edges 
yizi, yozo must belong to E, because otherwise k(G -(X u {zi ,yt })) > 1 X I+ 2. 
Case 2.4.2.2.3.1: yozo EE. By (L9), z0 #N(T). Considering N(Toi) and N(yi) and 
arguing as in case 2.3.1.2, we reach a contradiction. 
Case 2.4.2.2.3.2: yizi~:E. By (LE), y+ $N(Tu { ye, zo )), and by (LO), y+ yz $ E. 
Hence, k(G -(X u {zi })) > /X I+ 1, a contradiction. 
Case: v 3 3. We shall consider only case v = Y 3 4. The remaining ones are similar to 
the previous cases. Since no new arguments are required, we omit the details. 
Case: v=r34. Owing to (3.1), IXI=(n-6)/2, by (L13), IT131 when v=5, and 
) TI 22 when v=4. Note that all nontrivial segments of C have orders 2. 
(L16). Let tET. Now, we change the enumeration of the vertex set X in such a way 
that t = xi and the order is maintained. Then there exist i, j EZ,~ I1 i <j such that ZiYj EE. 
Proof. Suppose that for every i, j, i< j it holds that ZiYj $E. Graph G is tough, then 
there exists at least one edge which joins two vertices of two different nontrivial 
segments, so the meaning of the following symbols is clear: p* = max i p( zPy, E E} and 
4+ =maxjqlz,*y, ~E}.Bydefinitionofp,,q,andby(LlO), N(y,*)~x--(,~~*+,,x,*}ulz,,} 
and N(z,*)EX--i,~,*+,,x,*}ujy,*}uly,Iq<q,,. ’ Note that for q <q, the implica- 
tion z,*yy,~E + z,*x,#E is true (by (LO)). Thus, both vertices y,*, z,/* have orders 
< IX 1, which is contrary to (L15). 0 
Therefore, by (L16) and (LlO), for each to T it holds that d(t) < IX 1, which implies, 
by (L15), 1 TJ= 1. But then, by the choice of cycle C and a vertex L’ we obtain 
a3<3/XI-1 <lE<n, a contradiction with (1.1). 
4. Concluding remarks 
A natural open problem posed by Skupien is to replace the bound in (1.3) by 
(n - 7)/2. However, new graphs must be involved. One of them is the following graph 
which was presented by Skupien [6]: 
_ 
G:,=K~,-~),~*K~,-,),~*(Kz,{K~~)*-’K~ (4.1) 
104 W. Frydryh 
for odd n 3 13, where the symbol (Kz, { K2}) * + K4 (appearing in [6] and defined in 
[7]) stands for the join K4*+K4 together with two additional edges such that both 
vertices in {K2} in CL have the same two neighbours in K&. 
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